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Introduction 
The effect of dynamic absorber for the forced oscillation and parametric one has been inves-
tigated [5, 6]. 
In this paper the effect of dynamic absorber for the self-excited oscillation of the rectangular 
thin plate with creep is studied by means of the asymptotic method for high-order system [ 1] and 
boundary value problem [3]. 
1. Formulation of problem and the equation of motion 
Let's consider the self-excited oscillation of a rectangular thin plate with creep, having thick-
ness h, Young's modulus E, specific mass p and length of edges b, c, which is supported on four 
edges. 
The plate is loaded by the aerodynamic force in the vertical direction [2] 
f(W) = •(h,W'- h2W3 ), h1 > o, h2 > o. (1.1) 
To decrease or to damp the oscillation of the plate, we use a weak dynamic absorber as shown in 
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Fig.l 
The motion of the system under consideration is described by the following equational system 
[5] 
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• a { + M at+ Kl[U- W(d, l, t)]S(x- d)S(y -l) 
[du a ] E a'i7
4W} +>. -d --a W(d,l,t) S(x-d)S(y-l)+f(W)-D1 ___3_ __ , t t E1 at (1.2) 
(1.3) 
where W = W(x, y, t) is the deflection of the plate, ')'-Poisons's ratio. 
( a• a• a• ). . 'i74 = ax• + 2 ax2ay2 + ay• -Laplace's operator, 
E1h3 E2 
D 1 =12(1-12 ) e=K2' 
(1.4) 
Ell E2 , K 2 are the constants characteristing the properties of material [4], M = hp, · p is sp·ecific 
mass, e is a small parameter. 
The relevant homogeneous boundary conditions are 
wl =o, 
:c=O,b 
a2W a2W 
--+"(--1 =0, 8x2 8y2 :r:=D,b 
a2w a2wi 
--+"(-- =0. 8y2 8x2 y=O,c 
(1.5) 
wl =o, 
y=O,c 
For simplicity, it is supposed that M = 1. By setting 0 2 = ~ , w2 = ~, the equational 
system (1.2), (1.3) is written in the form 
(1.6) 
(1.7) 
2. Construction of the asymptotic solution 
The particular solution of the equation (1.2) with the boundary condition (1.5) can be found 
in the following form 
W(x,y,t) = Snm(t)Znm(x,y), 
Z (x y) = sin mrx sin m1ry · 
nm ' b C 
(2.1) 
Substituting (2.1) in the equation (1.5) and applying Galerkin- Bubnov's method, we obtain the 
equations for unknown functions S(t), U(t) 
(2.2) 
d'U 2 [ ( ( )]- >.[dU · ] 
- 2 +w U-Snmt)Znmd,l ----  -SnmZnm(d,l), & m t (2.3) 
where 
(2.4) 
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F(t) = !! { K,(U- Snm(t)Znm(d,l)]Znm(d,l) +A[~~- Snm(t)Znm(d,CJ]Znm(d,C) 
+ ~ [h,Sn(t)- hsS~(t)]} + ~ :t { K, [U- Snm(t)Znm(d,l)]Znm(d,C) 
+A[~~- .S'nm(t)Znm(d,!J]Znm(d,l) + ~ [h,Snm(t)- 91~ S~m(tJ]} 
E2 2 · 
- E, !1nmSnm(t). 
The partial solution of the equational system (2.2), (2.3) is found in the following form [2) 
Snm(t) =a COS p, I"= (!1nmt + 'li), 
U = a(Lcos cp + N sin p), 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
where L, N are constants and the variables a, W are determined from the differential equational 
system 
~; = eA 1 (a) + e2 A2(a) + ... , 
~~ =eB,(a)+e2B2(a)+ ... . 
By substituting (2.6), (2.7) into the equation (2.3) we get after simple calculations 
The quantities Ai, Bi are determined from the following expressions (5J 
where 
(flnmG +~H) 
211nm(!1~m + ~) ' 
2• 
G = ; IF cos pdp, 
0 
After simple calculations we obtain 
where 
B;= (~G- WnmH) 
2a!1nm (w~m + ~2 ) ' 
2• 
H =;I Fsin pdp. 
0 
2N 
R = bc"Znm(d,i), 2 S = b)Znm(d,C)- L]Znm(d,l), 
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(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12). 
Substituting the quantities (2.12) into the equational system (2.11), we get 
2da = [-,\ 20~mz~m(d,e) _ "P h _ ~h 2 0 2 ] dt e ,\2 ' + 1 16 oa nm a, b~[(w2 - (J~ml' m2 o~m l ~ 
2 d,P = [ 2 · OnmP,,..(d,l) + n p] a dt e be ,\2 nm 
[(w2 .- (J2 )2 + -02 ] nm m2 nm. 
(2.13) 
From (2.13) it is easy to see that if 
h , 20~mz;m(d,i) "P 1 < " ,\2 + ' 
be [(w2 - (J2 )2 + -Q2 ] 
nm m2 nm 
(2.14) 
the equilibrium a = it = 0 is stable and the mechanical system under consideration is at rest. H 
h ,\ 20~mz;m(d,i) "P 
1> >? +, 
be [ (w2 - (j~m)2 + m2 (J~m l (2.15) 
the equilibrium a = a = 0 is unstable and there exists a stationary self-excited oscillation with the 
amplitude a0 determined by 
(2.16) 
if the right-hand side of (2.16) is positive. In Fig. 2 the dependence of amplitude of oscillation 
on the damping parameter ,\ is presented for the case h1 = 0.05; o~m = 1; w2 = 0.8; p = 0.1; 
e = o.1; b = 1.5; c = 1.2. 
The curve 1 corresponds to Znm = 0.2 and the curve 2 - to Znm = 0.15. When w, Onm are in 
equality, the expression (2.16) takes the form: 
A2 = ~h a2 = h - [20~mP.m(d,i) €P] (2.17) 
0 16 3 0 1 [ ,\ l + (J2 , bc-n2 nm 
m2 nm 
and the resonance curve is shown in Fig. 2 by "0". In this case the effect of quenching of the 
absorber is highest. A' 
D 
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3. Conclusion 
1. The equation of motion for a rectangular thin plate with creep, combined a weak dynamic 
absorber was set up. Its solution has been found by means of the asymptotic method. 
2. The effect of the weak dynamic absorber has been investigated. It was shown that the 
damping force {.A) plays an important role in quenching the self-excited oscillation by means of 
dynamic absorber. 
3. From {2.16), it is easy to see that the effect of the absorber will be high, if 
b { ') . n1rd • m1ri Znm d, L = sm -- sm -- = 1 b c orif d=-, 2n 
In particular case n = 1, m = 1, we have 
d= ~ 
2' i= "-. 2 
i= _c_ 
2m 
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B6 TAT CHAN DONG LTJc DOI v<'n DAO DONG TV CHAN 
. CUA B1N MONG CHU NH4T TU BIEN . 
Trong ba.i bao nay, tac gia khio sat hi~u h.rc cda b{> titt chi!n d\>ng h.rc d.5i v&i dao d{>ng t'! 
cha:n cll.a bin m6ng chfr nh%t tir bie'n. Ke't qua cho tHy rlng ne'u h1 th6a man {2.15) thi tlln t~i 
dao d9ng t~ chrut quanh vj tri can b~ng khOng ~n dinh. H~ s5 cAn ). cda b9 titt chan cO vai trO 
quan tr9ng trong vi~c giiun bien d9 dao d9ng. Tuy nhien dao d(}ng tv ch~ v~n khOng bj d~p t~t 
hoa.n toan. 
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